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INTRODUCTION

Threading or fold recognition is a protein tertiary structure

prediction method which uses a known protein tertiary struc-

ture as a template of the modeling.1–3 Unlike conventional

homology modeling methods which use a tertiary structure of

an apparent homologous protein to a target protein as the

template, a threading method aims to recognize a template

structure which have a similar fold but may not have a signifi-

cant sequence similarity to the target sequence. There are

entire groups of proteins which are not necessarily evolutio-

narily related but have similar folds, which may be resulted by

constraints imposed by physics and chemistry of the polypep-

tide chains.4,5 Threading methods have been improving over

the last decade, as evidenced in a world-wide protein structure

competition, CASP (Critical Assessment of Critical Assessment

of Techniques for Protein Structure Prediction).6,7

Strategies to recognize a distantly related template structure for

a target protein in threading algorithms can be roughly categorized

into two types: methods in the first type make use of extensive

sequence information typically in the form of profiles8,9 or Hid-

den Markov Models,10–12 while the other type employs structure

information in order to compensate insignificant sequence simi-

larity between a target sequence and a template structure.1,2,13,14

In the latter type, a scoring function for assessing the compatibility

between a target sequence to a template structure combines a

sequence similarity score with structure related scores such as a

secondary structure matching score,15 a residue accessible surface

compatibility score,13,16 and a residue–residue contact potential

score.17,18 These scoring terms of different properties are com-

bined linearly with associated weighting factors:

Etotal ¼
X

i

wiEi; ð1Þ
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ABSTRACT

Optimizing weighting factors for a linear combination

of terms in a scoring function is a crucial step for suc-

cess in developing a threading algorithm. Usually

weighting factors are optimized to yield the highest suc-

cess rate on a training dataset, and the determined con-

stant values for the weighting factors are used for any

target sequence. Here we explore completely different

approaches to handle weighting factors for a scoring

function of threading. Throughout this study we use a

model system of gapless threading using a scoring func-

tion with two terms combined by a weighting factor, a

main chain angle potential and a residue contact poten-

tial. First, we demonstrate that the optimal weighting

factor for recognizing the native structure differs from

target sequence to target sequence. Then, we present

three novel threading methods which circumvent train-

ing dataset-based weighting factor optimization. The ba-

sic idea of the three methods is to employ different

weighting factor values and finally select a template

structure for a target sequence by examining character-

istics of the distribution of scores computed by using

the different weighting factor values. Interestingly, the

success rate of our approaches is comparable to the con-

ventional threading method where the weighting factor

is optimized based on a training dataset. Moreover,

when the size of the training set available for the con-

ventional threading method is small, our approach often

performs better. In addition, we predict a target-specific

weighting factor optimal for a target sequence by an ar-

tificial neural network from features of the target

sequence. Finally, we show that our novel methods can

be used to assess the confidence of prediction of a con-

ventional threading with an optimized constant weight-

ing factor by considering consensus prediction between

them. Implication to the underlined energy landscape of

protein folding is discussed.
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where Etotal is the energy or the score given to a template

structure aligned with a target sequence, Ei is each individ-

ual energy term, and wi is the weighting factor associated

with Ei. Commonly, the weighting factors are adjusted so

that the prediction success rate is maximized using a train-

ing dataset of target sequences and template structures.

Determining appropriate weighting factors is a key for a

successful threading algorithm, but it is not a trivial task.

Weight optimization is involved not only in threading but

also in many other bioinformatics prediction algorithms,

such as ab initio protein structure prediction,19,20,21 pro-

tein–protein docking,22,23 and protein–ligand dock-

ing24,25 algorithms. These scoring functions often combine

empirical scoring terms of very different properties which

do not have the same unit (e.g. a sequence similarity term

and a knowledge-based amino acid contact potential), thus

weighting factors need to be determined in a somewhat ar-

bitrary way. Typically weighting factors are tuned so that a

predefined error function of the prediction is reduced

using an existing minimization algorithm, such as Monte

Carlo simulated annealing26 and downhill simplex algo-

rithm,23,27 or sometimes weighting factors are tuned man-

ually by trial and error. In practice, the weight optimiza-

tion is a very tedious and computationally expensive step

because essentially each set of weighting factors are tested

against the entire large benchmark dataset.

To find the optimal weighting factors rigorously and

automatically, several methods have been proposed. Linear

programming was applied to optimize weights so that cor-

rect templates for targets are distinguished from a negative

set.28 Lengauer and coworkers developed algorithms for

optimizing parameters iteratively, which were applied to

threading29 and protein–ligand docking prediction.30

Rosen et al. developed an algorithm which applies a se-

quential quadratic programming for searching global opti-

mal parameters for a scoring function with a continuous

degree of freedom.31 There are also several works which

optimize values in a contact potential.32–35 Note that all

the works mentioned earlier are optimizing parameters so

that the resulting scoring function maximizes successes on

a given benchmark dataset. A potential problem of train-

ing weighting factors on a benchmark dataset is that the

weighting factors could be biased to the training set and

may not be suitable for totally unseen target sequences. Of

course in the ideal scenario, perfect weighting factors are

obtained if a benchmark dataset well represents all varia-

tions of proteins and if the linear combination of chosen

different scoring terms captures the ‘‘true’’ potential func-

tion at least approximately, although this is not the case in

reality. More fundamentally it could be even argued that

the justification of a linear combination of multiple scor-

ing terms is not solid as the scoring terms are mostly non-

physical and may not be fully independent.

Here we explore different approaches to handle

weighting factors for a scoring function of threading.

Throughout this study we use a model system of gapless

threading using a scoring function with two terms com-

bined, a main chain angle potential and a residue contact

potential, by a weighting factor. First, we demonstrate

that the optimal weighting factor for recognizing the

native structure differs from sequence to sequence, which

questions the use of a constant weighting factor for all

target sequences as the conventional threading methods

do. Then, we present three novel threading methods

which avoid optimization of the weighting factor based

on a training dataset. The basic idea of the three meth-

ods is to employ different weighting factor values and

finally select a template structure for a target sequence by

examining characteristics of the distribution of scores

obtained by the weighting factor values used. Interest-

ingly, the success rate of our approaches is comparable, if

not better, to the conventional threading method which

uses the weighting factor optimized based on a training

data set. Actually when the size of the training set is

small on which the conventional threading method rely

for optimizing the weighting factor, our approach often

shows a better performance. In addition, we predict a

target-specific weighting factor optimal to a target

sequence by an artificial neural network (ANN) from fea-

tures of the target sequence. Finally, we show that our

methods can be used to assess the confidence of predic-

tion of a conventional threading with an optimized con-

stant weighting factor by considering consensus predic-

tion between them. The methods introduced here bring

novel ideas for weight optimization in protein structure

prediction algorithms, which will have a large impact on

different areas in bioinformatics and beyond.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Data sets

3704 representative protein structures are selected for a

benchmark dataset using the PDB-REPRDB server36 with

the default setting. First, membrane proteins, complex

structures, and the structures solved by NMR are elimi-

nated. Then, proteins are pruned by a sequence identity

threshold of 30% and a root-mean square deviation

(RMSD) of 10 Å. This dataset is used for gapless threading

benchmark tests with a scoring function which combines

a main-chain angle propensity potential and a residue

contact potential. The representative proteins are classified

by whether the structure is successfully recognized by its

own sequence with the angle potential alone or the con-

tact potential alone: Among the 3704 proteins, 2687 of

them are recognized both with the angle potential alone

and the contact potential alone. This subset of proteins is

named db-A (Table I). The db-B set contains 398 proteins

whose native structure is recognized with the angle poten-

tial alone but not with the contact potential alone. Oppo-

sitely, db-C contains 203 proteins whose native structure

is recognized with the contact potential alone but not
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with the angle potential alone. Finally, db-D contains 416

proteins whose native structure is not recognized neither

with the contact potential alone nor the angle potential

alone. We denote the whole database as db-ABCD. The

proteins in db-A are omitted in some of the experiments

later because a linear combination of the two potentials

with any weighting factor value can successfully recognize

the native structure. The dataset without proteins in db-A

is denoted as db-BCD.

Main-chain angle potential

First we describe two scoring terms used in the scoring

function of threading, namely, a knowledge-based statisti-

cal main-chain angle potential and a knowledge-based

statistical residue-contact potential.

We consider a Ca model of a protein structure where

adjacent Ca atoms are connected by a virtual bond

(Fig. 1). The hinge angle of the i-th Ca atom, yi, is

defined as an angle formed by three consecutive Ca
atoms, Cai21-Cai-Cai11 (08 � yi < 1808). Because the

hinge angle is restricted by positions of covalent bonds

of a carbon atom, the angle values have a skewed distri-

bution with a mean value of 106.28. The torsion angle of

Ca, sI, is the dihedral angle defined by four consecutive

Ca atoms, Cai222Cai212Cai2Cai11 (21808 � si <
1808). Figure 2 shows an example of distribution of the

hinge and the torsion angle of alanine. The dense region

with the torsion angles between 08 to 908 and the hinge

angle at around 1308 represents the propensity of Alanine

to be included in a b strand, while the region around

si 5 si11 5 21208 corresponds to a helices. The region

with si 5 21208 and si11 between 08 to 908 represents

the C-terminal end of a helices [Fig. 2(B)].

We define the residue-dependent main-chain angle

potential, Eang3, which describes the propensity of an

amino acid type a having a certain range of hinge angle

and two torsion angles:

Eang3ða; s1; u; s2Þ ¼ � ln
pða; s1; u; s2Þ
pðs1; u; s2Þ ; ð2Þ

where p(a,s1,y,s2) is the probability that the amino acid a
has a hinge angle of y, a preceding torsion angle of s1, and
a succeeding torsion angle of s2. The denominator is the

probability that any amino acid takes the combination of

the angles of y, s1, and s2, simultaneously. The entire range

of the hinge angle and the torsion angle is divided by a bin

size of 58 and 108, respectively, thus the whole angle space
of y, s1, and s2 is divided into (180/5) 3 (360/10) 3 (360/

10) 5 46,656 cells. The angle values are sampled from pro-

teins of the 9/10 of db-ABCD, and the gapless threading

results of the angle potential alone shown in Table II is

tested on the rest of 1/10 of the proteins. Because some of

the cells have too few data points, Kernel Density Estima-

tion (KDE)37 is used to estimate the true distribution of

the angles from the sampled data. KDE essentially

smoothes data distribution of the sampled data points. The

Gaussian kernel function with the smoothing parameter or

the bandwidths of (15, 8, 15) are used for (s1, y, s2).
In addition to Eang3, another angle potential, Eang2,

which concerns two angles, the hinge angle, y, and only

the preceding torsion angle, s1, is derived:

Eang2ða; s1; uÞ ¼ � ln
pða; s1; uÞ
pðs1; uÞ ð3Þ

KDE is used with the parameters of (5, 3) for (s1, y).
As will be shown in Table II, the performance of Eang2 in

the gapless threading was worse than Eang3. Therefore, we

combine Eang3 to the contact potential for the threading

scoring function used throughout this study.

Table I
Protein Benchmark Dataset

Successful by the
contact potential

Unsuccessful by the
contact potential Total

Successful by the angle potential 2687 (db-A) 203 (db-B) 2890
Unsuccessful by the angle potential 398 (db-C) 416 (db-D) 814
Total 3085 719 3704

Total of 3704 proteins are classified into four categories (db-A to db-D) by whether it is successfully recognized either by

the angle potential alone (Eang3) or by the contact potential alone.

Figure 1
The definition of the hinge angle, yi, and the torsion angle, sI, of the
Ca model of a protein.

Threading Without Weight Optimization
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Residue contact potential

Knowledge-based pairwise contact potentials have been

shown effective in many areas of protein structure

research including threading,17,18,38–40 ab initio struc-

ture prediction,19,41,42 and quality assessment of pre-

dicted protein structure models.43–46 As the second term

in the scoring function of the threading, we use a knowl-

edge-based residue–residue contact potential computed

using a quasi-chemical approximation17 for the reference

state and a contact definition of 4.5 Å between any side-

chain heavy atoms. Thus, the contact potential for a given

pair of an amino acid pair of a and b is given by:

Econtactða;bÞ ¼ � ln
pða;bÞ
pðaÞpðbÞ ; ð4Þ

where p(a, b) is the observed frequency of contacts

between amino acid a and b, p(a) and p(b) are the fre-

quency of single amino acid, a and b, respectively, in a

protein structure data set. Both the angle potential and

the contact potential are available at our website: http://

dragon.bio.purdue.edu/nonopt_suppl/.

Linear combination of the angle potential
and the contact potential

Eang3 and Econtact are linearly combined to form the

scoring function in order to capture local structure pro-

pensity of a sequence and distant residue–contact pro-

pensity47:

Etotal ¼ Eang3 þ wEcontact ð5Þ

Here w is the weighting factor which balances the con-

tribution of the contact potential and the angle potential.

Gapless threading procedure

We employ gapless threading48–52 to evaluate a scoring

function, Etotal, which uses a weighting factor, w. Proteins

in a protein library are virtually connected to form a long

Figure 2
The distribution of the hinge and the torsion angles of alanine, which are sampled from the db-ABCD data set. The frequency of the data points in

36 3 36 3 36 cells are smoothed using KDE with the smoothing parameters of (15, 8, 15) for (si, yi, sI11). The iso-surface of the frequency of 2.0

3 1024 is shown. Note that the average frequency of a cell is 1/(36 3 36 3 36) 5 2.14 3 1025. B is the same data as A viewed from the top (the

y axis).

Table II
Summary of the Success Rate Using Different Methods

Methods Top 1a Top 5

Angel potential (Eang2) alone 69.0 (%) 75.1 (%)
Angle potential (Eang3) alone 78.0 83.5
Contact potential (Econtact) alone 83.3 88.0
Optimal constant weighting factorb 91.7 94.8
Optimal target-specific weighting factorc 93.6 95.8

Top rank frequency method 91.4 93.9
Smallest Z-score method 90.6 94.5
Largest Z-score gap method 89.9 93.4
Neural networkd 91.3 (0.07) 94.6 (0.04)

aTop1, the percentage of the proteins whose native structure is recognized in the

top one position; Top 5, a prediction is counted as accurate when the native

structure is recognized in the top five positions.
bTraining of the weighting factor method here is done on the whole db-ABCD

dataset, and so is the threading test.
cFor each of the target sequence, the preferable weighting factor which gives the

correct prediction is used (if any).
dThe weighting factor preferable for a target sequence is predicted by neural net-

work. The number in the parenthesis is the standard deviation of the success rate for

200 different pairs of training set (3350 proteins) and testing set (354 proteins).
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polypeptide chain on which a target sequence is aligned

through by shifting by one residue at a time. When a tar-

get sequence is aligned on multiple templates, interaction

between the template structures is not considered by the

contact potential. For a target sequence, the score Etotal is

computed at every position along the virtual template

polypeptide, and a template which has not less than 50%

overlap with the target is considered to be recognized by

the target. When the whole template dataset, db-ABCD, is

used, the number of alternative positions is 778,687.

Threading methods without optimizing
weighting factor by training

We introduce three novel threading approaches without

using an optimized weighting factor for a training dataset.

In addition, another approach that uses predicted target-

specific optimal weighting factor for each particular target

sequence is described. For convenience, in what follows

we denote the conventional threading approach which

uses a weighting factor optimized based on a training

dataset as threadingconst_weight.

Top rank frequency method

The score of the two terms, Eang3 and Econtact, [Eq.

(5)] for a match of a target sequence and a template

structure can be represented in a two dimensional plot

[Fig. 3(A)]. Computing Etotal is considered as the projec-

tion of the data point onto the line with a slope of arc-

tan(w), which ranges from 08 to 908. Thus, changing the

weight w is interpreted as changing the slope of the line

on which data points of templates are projected. The

template structure with the best (smallest) score is the

one which is projected to the closest position to the

intersection of the x axis and the y axis. When the slope

is 08, only Eang3 contributes to Etotal, and only Econtact
contributes to Etotal when the slope is 908.

The basic idea of the Top Rank Frequency Method is to

try all possible weighting factor values for a given target

sequence and consider how many times each template

structure enters in top ranks [Fig. 3(B)]. More concretely,

first, for a target sequence, Eang3 and Econtact of each tem-

plate are calculated. Because the gapless threading is per-

formed, Eang3 and Econtact can be computed separately

without considering the weighting factor. Then, the slope

angle of the projection line is altered from 08 to 908 in

500 steps, and for each slope angle value, Etotal of each

template is calculated and ranked, resulting in 500 ranking

lists of templates [i.e. 500 rows in the table in Fig. 3(B)].

Two flavors of the top ranking frequency method are

designed. In the first method, comparison of templates

starts from the top 1 level to the top k level until one of

them has more counts at a specific level than the other

structures. This method is termed the Olympic Ranking

method, because the procedure resembles the ranking of

countries in an Olympic Games based on the number of

gold, silver, and bronze medals acquired. The second

method is termed the top 10 ranking method. Here each

template is scored one point for each time it is ranked

within top 10, and the one which scores the most is the

final choice of the template for a target sequence [Fig.

3(B)].

Intuitively the Top Rank Frequency Method works suc-

cessfully when a target sequence is compatible to its

native structure far better than to the other template

structures so that a small fluctuation of the weighting

factor of the scoring function does not affect much to

the recognition of the native structure.

Smallest Z-score method

Similar to the Top Rank Frequency Method, the Small-

est Z-score Method starts from the 500 ranking lists of

Figure 3
The gapless threading procedures used in this study. (A) A schematic

representation of gapless threading with a scoring function with two

terms, an angle potential (Eang3) and a residue contact potential

(Econtact). (B) Illustration of the Top Rank Frequency Method, the

Smallest Z-score Method, and the Largest Z-score Gap Method. For each

time the weighting factor w is changed, the ranking of the templates

ordered by Etotal changes. In the Top Rank Frequency Method, the

template which is ranked at Top 1 for the largest number of times is

selected. If there is a tie by two templates, then the number of times the

two templates are ranked at Top 2 is compared (the Olympic ranking

method). In the top 10 ranking method of the Top Rank Frequency

Method, the template which is ranked within Top 10 the most of the

times is selected. In the Smallest Z-score Method, among the templates

listed in the column of ‘‘Top 1,’’ the one which has the smallest Z-score is

selected. In the Largest Z-score Gap Method, among the templates listed

in the column of Top 1, the one which has the largest Z-score gap

between the template at Top 1 and Top 2 is selected.
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templates for a target sequence using 500 different

weighting factors of the scoring function [Fig. 3(B)]. For

each of the 500 ranking lists, the Z-score of the all tem-

plate structures is computed. The Z-score of a template

structure j, using a weighting factor i, Zij, is defined as

follows:

Zij ¼ Eij � Ei

SDðEiÞ ; ð6Þ

where Eij is the total score of the template j computed

using a weighting factor i. �Ei and SD(Ei) are the average

and the standard deviation of the total score of all the

templates in a library computed with a weighting factor

i, respectively. The Z-score of the top hit has a smallest

negative value, because the smaller score is better in our

scoring function [Eqs. (3) and (4)]. Since there are 500

ranking lists, a template has 500 different Z-scores at

maximum. Among them, the smallest (the most signifi-

cant) Z-score is assigned to the template, and templates

are reranked based on the smallest Z-score assigned.

Finally, the template with the smallest Z-score is selected.

The rationale of the Smallest Z-score Method is that

the native structure is expected to have the significant Z-

score if the proper weighting factor is used in the scoring

function. Therefore, in this method, a weighting factor is

sought which gives the smallest Z-score to one of the

templates.

Largest Z-score gap method

In this method, to each of the top ranking template in

the 500 ranking lists, the difference between the Z-score

of the top ranked template and the second ranked tem-

plate is assigned. Then, the template which has the larg-

est Z-score gap assigned is finally selected. The motiva-

tion of the Largest Z-score Gap Method comes from the

discussion in theoretical studies of protein folding that

the protein sequence and structure is evolved in a way

that the energy of the native structure has the large gap

between the next stable structure in order for the confor-

mation of the native structure to be quickly found in the

vast folding landscape and remains stable.53

Execution of the above three methods

Given a target sequence, Eang and Econtact are separately

precomputed for each template. Then these two scores of

a template are linearly combined by 500 different weight-

ing factors, yielding 500 rank lists of templates [Fig.

3(B)]. Then, the final template is selected following each

strategy. Therefore, actual number of threading computa-

tion for a target is 2 3 N, where N is the number of

templates and 2 is the number of scoring terms used

here, instead of N 3 M, where M is the number of alter-

native values of the weighing factor (in this study, M 5
500).

Predicted weighting factor

At last, we introduce a different type of approach,

which predicts a preferable weighting factor specific to a

target sequence by considering features of the sequence

using an ANN. A 3-layer feed-forward neural network is

used with 21 nodes for the input layer, 11 nodes for the

middle layer, and 1 node for the output layer. Input pa-

rameters used are the amino acid composition (using 20

input nodes) and the effective length, Leff54 (for 1 input

node). We used the amino acid composition because it is

relevant to the structural class of a protein, for example

a class and a/b class.55–57 Leff is defined as follows:

Leff ¼ ðnumber of a helices and b strandsÞ
þ ðnumber of residues in coil regionsÞ ð7Þ

Here a coil is simply defined as a region which is

included neither in an a helix nor in a b strand. Leff of a

protein is shown to have a significant correlation to the

folding rate.54 We use the effective length with an expec-

tation that a protein with a small Leff value (thus with a

relatively large secondary structure content) might prefer

a larger weight to the angle potential and a protein with

a large Leff might need a larger weight for the contact

potential. The secondary structure used to compute Leff
of a target protein is predicted by SABLE,58 that is, Leff
is predicted.

MATLAB R12 is used to construct the ANN. The

ANN is trained by the back-propagation algorithm.59

The transfer function from input layer to middle layer is

a tansig function and the transfer function from middle

layer to output node is a logsig function. Levenberg-Mar-

quardt method29 is used to train the ANN and the

Bayesian regularization method30 is used to stop training

before parameters are over-fitted.

RESULTS

Angle potential and contact potential

First we examined how many protein sequences in db-

ABCD can recognize its native structure using a single

potential, either with the angle potential alone or the

contact potential alone (Table II). The accuracy by Eang3
is 78.0% in the top position and 83.5% in the top five

scoring positions. Eang2 performs slightly worse, 69.0% in

the top position and 75.1% in the top five positions. In

either case, the performance of the angle potential is

quite good, which qualitatively agrees with some early

studies which report local structure propensity of amino

acids has a dominant effect in determining protein topol-

ogy.60,61 However, the flip-side of the results is that the

rest of more than 20% of the proteins tested were not

recognized by the angle potential only. Local structure

propensity of amino acids is important but not sufficient

Y.D. Yang et al.
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in determining protein topology, as clearly shown by our

previous work.62 Indeed, in this test, the contact poten-

tial performs better than the angle potential, recognizing

83.3% in the top position and 88.0% in the top five

positions.

Threading with the optimal constant
weighting factor

Next we investigate how well the conventional thread-

ing method which uses a constant weighting factor opti-

mized on a training dataset performs. To simulate the

best possible scenario that we have the perfect training

dataset for determining the weighting factor, that is the

case when the training set is identical to the test set, we

used the whole dataset, db-ABCD, to compute the opti-

mal constant weighting factor. Concretely, we compute

the success rate by using all 500 different weighting factor

values and choose the one which gives the highest success

rate. The success rate is 91.7% in the top position and

94.8% in the top five positions, both of which are higher

than those by the contact potential or the angle potential

alone.

Ultimate performance by the target-specific
optimal weighting factor

The last row of the upper half of Table II shows the

results of threading using the optimal weighting factors

specific for each target sequence. For each target protein,

all possible 500 values of the weighting factor are tested

and the one which can successfully recognize its native

structure is employed. Thus the weighting factor used

can differ for each target sequence. The success rate is

93.6% in the top position and 95.8% in the top five

positions. Of course in a real prediction, it may not be

possible to find the target sequence-specific optimal

weighting factor as we demonstrate here. The purpose of

showing this ultimate performance is to consider the

upper-bound of the success rate by the current scoring

function. The important thing to note is that the success

rate of the threading with the optimal target-specific

weighting factor is higher than that of the threading with

the optimal constant weighting factor. This comparison

indicates that there are protein sequences which need a

specific weighting factor for recognizing its native struc-

ture that does not agree with the majority of protein

sequences.

Figure 4 shows the distribution of the optimal target-

specific weighting factor of the 1017 proteins in db-BCD.

In the case that several optimal weighting factor values

exist for a target protein that can recognize its native

structure, all of them are counted. Proteins in db-A is

omitted because any value of the weighting factor works

to recognize the native structure. This distribution clearly

shows that each protein has its own optimal weighting

factors, so that a constant weighting factor can not be

optimal for all target protein sequences.

The difference of the success rate between the thread-

ing with the optimal constant weighting factor and the

threading with the optimal target-specific weighting fac-

tor is our motivation to explore alternative approach to

handle weighting factors in a scoring function of thread-

ing. A direct approach to realize the target-specific

weighting factor is to ‘‘predict’’ the optimal weighting

factor for a given target sequence, which is attempted by

an ANN in this study.

Threading methods without using the
optimized constant weighting factor

Now we analyze the results of the four methods we

introduce in this study, namely, the Top Rank Frequency

Method, the Smallest Z-score Method, the Largest Z-

score Gap Method, and the threading with the target-spe-

cific weighting factor predicted by ANN (the bottom half

of Table II). The first three methods show a similar per-

formance, although the Top Rank Frequency Method is

slightly better than the other two when templates recog-

nized at the top position are considered. Figure 5 further

compares the three methods in the top 1, top 5, 10, and

20 positions. The Top Rank Frequency Method recog-

nizes a template correctly in 91.4% of the cases at the

top 1 position, in 94.6% of the cases within top 5, and

in 95.2% of the cases within the top 10 positions. For

Figure 4
The distribution of preferable weighting factors for target sequences in

db-BCD that make the scoring function, Etotal, capable of identifying

the native structure. The x-axis is the slope of the line in Figure 2, that

is arctan (w). If several weighting factors are preferable by a target
sequence, all of them are counted.
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the Top Rank Frequency Method to work, a target pro-

tein should have a wide range of preferable weighting

factors so that the native structure obtains sufficient

votes to stand out. Figure 6 shows that actually that is

the case; the target sequences whose native structure is

successfully recognized by the Top Rank Frequency

Method have clearly a wider range of preferable weight-

ing factors [Fig. 6(A)] compared with the ones which are

successful by the threading with the optimal constant

weighting factor but not by the Top Rank Frequency

Method [Fig. 6(B)].

It is surprising that these three methods performed

almost as good as the threading with the optimal con-

stant weighting factor (Table II). Here be reminded

that the threading with the optimal constant weighting

factor in Table II is using the weighting factor which

yields the highest success rate. In contrast, our three

methods are obtained without any prior knowledge

about the optimal weighting factor from training.

Fairer head-to-head comparison against the threading

with a trained constant weighting factor will be dis-

cussed in the next section.

At the last row of Table II, we show the success rate

of the threading using predicted a weighting factor by

ANN. The success rate shown is the average of 200 dif-

ferent pairs of training and testing sets randomly chosen

from db-ABCD. The small standard deviation in the

parenthesis indicates that the results are stable to the

training and testing datasets used. The average success

rate is 91.3% in the top one position and 94.6% in the

top 5 positions, which are quite close to those of the

threading with the optimal constant weighting factor.

These encouraging results show the proof of concept

that a correlation between a sequence and the preferable

weighting factor exists, which can be learned by ANN.

However, there is still a room between the success rate

achieved by the ANN approach and the results by the

threading with the optimal target-specific weighting fac-

tor (93.6% in Top 1). Here the input parameters used

for ANN approach are a simple combination of the

amino acid composition and the effective length of a

target protein. Further investigation of appropriate

input parameters will lead to an increase of the success

Figure 5
The performance of the Top Rank Frequency Method, the Smallest Z-

score Method, and the Largest Z-score Gap Method. The percentage of

target sequences in db-BCD which recognized its native structure within

the top 1, 5, 10, and 20 ranks are shown.

Figure 6
The range of preferable weighting factors [arctan(w)] of target proteins whose native structure is recognized (A) by the Top Rank Frequency

Method but not by the threading with the optimal constant weighting factor; and (B) by the threading with the optimal constant weighting factor

but not by the Top Rank Frequency Method. The db-BCD set is used.
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rate. Using a different advanced machine learning algo-

rithm may also help.

Head-to-head comparison between top rank
frequency method and the conventional
threading

In the previous section, we have demonstrated that the

four newly introduced methods have a comparable success

rate to the threading with the optimal constant weighting

factor. In this section, we pick up the Top Rank Frequency

Method, which shows the best performance in the top one

position among the four methods (see Fig. 5), and further

compare it with the conventional threading with a con-

stant weighting factor (threadingconst_weight). Here we sep-

arate a training dataset from a testing set, and the constant

weighting factor for the conventional threading is opti-

mized based on the training dataset. We have conducted

two types of comparisons. In the first test, named the

two-partition test, the size of the training and the testing

datasets is altered to examine how the training data size

affects to the success rate. In the second test, named the

100–100 test, an equal number of proteins are used for the

training and testing data set.

Two-partition test

The two-sample proportion test is performed to com-

pare the success rates of the Top Rank Frequency Method

(p1) and for threadingconst_weight (p2).63 The total of 1017

proteins in the db-BCD set are partitioned into two

groups, one for the training set and the other for the test-

ing set. The number of proteins in the training and the

testing sets is altered in 10 different ratios as follows: Let

nk be the size of the testing set for the k-th testing/training

ratio (k 5 1, . . . ,10). Because the total number of proteins

is 1017, the size of the training dataset is 1017 2 nk.

n1 5 101 (916), n2 5 203 (814), n3 5 305 (712),

n4 5 407 (610), n5 5 507 (510),

n6 5 610 (407), n7 5 712 (305), n8 5 814 (203),

n9 5 916 (101), n10 5 966 (51).

In the parentheses, the number of proteins in the

training set is shown. We randomly choose nk number of

proteins from db-BCD for a given testing/training ratio k

(k 5 1,2, . . . ,10). Then, the number of successes among

nk test proteins made by the two methods, Top Rank Fre-

quency Method and threadingconst_weight is counted. This

procedure is repeated 500 times for each of the 10 test-

ing/training ratios.

Let Xijk (i 5 1,2; j 5 1,2, . . . ,500; k 5 1,2, . . . ,10) be

the number of successes among nk number of predictions

made in the j-th data set for the k-th testing/training ra-

tio. Here, i 5 1 corresponds to the Top Rank Frequency

Method, and i 5 2 corresponds to threadingconst_weight.

Then the test statistic for the two-sample proportion

problem is defined as

Tjk ¼ p̂1jk � p̂2jkffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2p̂:jkð1� p̂:jkÞ=nk

p ; ð8Þ

where p̂ijk ¼ Xijk=nk , i 5 1,2, and p̂�jk ¼ ðX1jk þ X2jkÞ=
ð2nkÞ.
The hypotheses to be tested are two types:

IÞH0 : p1 ¼ p2; HA : p1 < p2

IIÞH0 : p1 ¼ p2; HA : p1 > p2

The corresponding P-values are PIjk 5 P(Z > Tjk) for

the first hypotheses (I), and PIIjk 5 P(Z < Tjk) for the sec-

ond hypotheses (II), where Z denotes the standard normal

random variable. Note that PIIjk 5 1 2 PIjk. The P-values

PIjk are plotted in Figure 7 with 5% and 95% horizontal

reference lines. If a point lies below the 5% horizontal

line, it means that the null hypothesis in hypotheses (I)

will be rejected, and thus threadingconst_weight is signifi-

cantly better than the Top Rank Frequency Method. If a

point lies above 95% horizontal line, on the other hand, it

means that the null hypothesis in hypotheses (II) will be

rejected, and thus the Top Rank Frequency Method is sig-

nificantly better than the conventional method in predic-

tion. In Figure 7, we see that no point is below 5% line for

any of the testing/training ratio, but some points exist

(although few compared to the total number of com-

parisons, 500) are above 95% line for testing/training ratio

of 712/305, 814/203, 916/101, and 966/51. Especially

when testing/training ratio is 966/51, there are a substan-

tial number (32 of 500) of P-values above 95% reference

line. From the statistical analyses, we conclude that the

Figure 7
Two-Part Partition Tests performed to compare Top Rank Frequency

Method and threadingconst_weight. The P-value, P
I
jk is plotted for each

partition (j) and test (k).
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Top Rank Frequency Method is at least as good as

threadingconst_weight in prediction and tends to perform

better when the size of the training set available for

threadingconst_weight is small.

In Figure 8, we further examine concrete examples of

preferable weighting factors of target proteins whose

native structure is recognized by the Top Rank Frequency

Method but not by threadingconst_weight. The tests are

repeated 500 times with a training set of 101 proteins

and a testing set of 916 proteins. There are 132 such pro-

teins which are not recognized at least once among the

500 tests. All of these target proteins have a wide range

of preferable weighting factors, but that range does not

include the one of the optimized weighting factors indi-

cated by white vertical lines in the Figure 8. Some of the

target proteins shown here also are not recognized by the

threading with the optimal weighting factors indicated by

the arrows (Table II). These proteins do not belong to a

specific fold type: 40 of them belong to a class, 21 are b
class proteins, 12 proteins belong to a/b class, 24 pro-

teins belong to a1b class, and the rest of them are cate-

gorized into the other classes in the SCOP database.64

The Top Rank Frequency Method successfully captures

native structures of those target proteins which do not

follow the preference of the weighting factor of the ma-

jority of the target proteins by considering the range of

the preferable weighting factors, but not its actual value.

100–100 test

The next experiment we present is a head-to-head com-

parison of the Top Rank Frequency Method with threa-

dingconst_weight. From db-BCD, two sets of 100 proteins are

randomly selected, one for a training set and the other for

a testing set (testing/training ratio 5 100/100). The

weighting factor of threadingconst_weight is optimized based

on the training set and the performance of the two meth-

ods on the testing set is examined. We followed exactly

the same procedure as we did in two-partition test for the

given testing/training ratio: the number of successes

among 100 predictions made by the two methods, Top

Rank Frequency Method and threadingconst_weight is

counted. This procedure was repeated to generate 500

data sets. The two-sample proportion test was made for

each of the 500 data sets and the corresponding p-values

are plotted in Figure 9. The way to examine Figure 9 is

the same as Figure 7. In Figure 9, no point lies below 5%

line or above 95% line, which means that none of the two

methods is significantly better than the other, as we may

expect from Figure 7.

Consensus prediction between
two methods

Next issue we investigate is consensus prediction by

threadingconst_weight and either one from the Top Rank

Frequency Method, the Smallest Z-score Method, or the

Largest Z-score Gap Method (Fig. 10). As is done in Fig-

ure 7, the db-BCD set is separated into two parts, one

for testing set and the other one for the training set with

10 different ratios. Given a pair of testing and training

sets, threading is performed on the testing set using

threadingconst_weight and also either one of the Top Rank

Figure 8
Preferable weighting factors of target proteins whose native structure is

recognized by the Top Rank Frequency Method but not by

threadingconst_weight. Preferable weighting factors of each of the 132

target proteins are shown as gray regions on the horizontal axis. White

vertical lines represent the optimized weighting factors for

threadingconst_weight computed based on a training set. Since the value of

the optimized weighting factor depends on the training dataset used,

multiple weighting factors are shown. For reference, the arrows indicate

the optimal constant weighting factors (Table II), which is the best

weighting factor for the whole db-ABCD set.

Figure 9
Prediction performance comparison of threadingconst_weight and the Top

Rank Frequency Method in the 100–100 test.
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Frequency Method, the Smallest Z-score Method, or the

Z-score gap method. Then, the prediction success rate is

computed for the cases when both methods agree and also

disagree to select a template at the first position for a tar-

get sequence. For each testing/training set ratio, 500 differ-

ent pairs of a testing and a training set are generated, and

the average success rate of the 500 sets is computed.

Figure 10(A–C) shows the success rate of the cases of

consensus and nonconsensus between threadingconst_weight
and the Top Rank Frequency Method, the Smallest Z-score

Method, and the Largest Z-score Gap Method. Remark-

ably, the success rate of the cases of consensus is signifi-

cantly higher than that of prediction of individual method:

In Figure 10(A), the average success rate (over the different

testing/training set ratios shown on the X-axis) of the con-

sensus prediction between threadingconst_weight and the Top

Rank Frequency Method is 68.52%, which is 6.75 and 7.49

percentage points higher than the average success rate of

threadingconst_weight alone and the Top Rank Frequency

Method alone, respectively. The success rate of the consen-

sus is highest with the Smallest Z-score Method (83.26%)

[Fig. 10(B)], the second highest with the largest Z-score

Gap Method (79.77%) [Fig. 10(C)] and the consensus

with the Top Rank Frequency Method is the third

[Fig. 10(A)]. So for example, if a template is selected by

threadingconst_weight as having the smallest Z-score and if that

Z-score is the smallest possible Z-score any template in the

template database will be assigned by altering the weighting

Figure 10
The success rate of the consensus prediction by threadingconst_weight and Top Rank Frequency Method, the Smallest Z-score Method, or the Z-score

gap method. Bars from left to right: black bar, the success rate of threadingconst_weight; gray bar, the success rate of the either one among the three

proposed methods in this work; bar in dark gray, the success rate when both methods agree; bar in pale gray, the success rate when the two

methods disagree. (A) Consensus between threadingconst_weight and the Top Rank Frequency Method; (B) consensus between threadingconst_weight
and the Smallest Z-score Method; (C) consensus between threadingconst_weight and the Largest Z-score Gap Method.
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factor (i.e. consensus between threadingconst_weight and the

Smallest Z-score Method), that prediction is expected to be

highly accurate. On the other hand, disagreement of a pre-

dicted template for a target by threadingconst_weight and the

Top Rank Frequency Method (or either of the Smallest Z-

score Method and the Largest Z-score Gap Method)

strongly indicates that the selected template is wrong.

Indeed, when the two methods disagree, the success rate

drops to 17.03, 24.25, and 22.33%, when threadingconst_weight
disagrees with the Top Rank Frequency Method, the

Smallest Z-score Method, and the Largest Z-score Gap

Method, respectively. Therefore, our three methods can

be used to increase the confidence of the prediction of

threadingconst_weight by combining with it.

One might ask how does the confidence established by

the consensus approach above (Fig. 10) compare with

the conventional way of using a Z-score threshold in

threadingconst_weight.1,2 In threadingconst_weight, usually a

prediction with a Z-score which is more significant than

a predefined threshold value is considered to be confi-

dent. To answer the question, in Table III we further

compare the confidence established by consensus between

threadingconst_weight and the Top Rank Frequency Method

(we call the consensus approach here) with the confi-

dence determined by a Z-score threshold value (we call

the Z-score threshold approach). Here we consider the

consensus between the Top Rank Frequency Method and

threadingconst_weight because consensus with the other two

methods (the Smallest Z-score Method and the Largest

Z-score Gap Method) show even higher success rate (Fig.

10). The Z-score threshold value is determined so that

threadingconst_weight yields the same number of predic-

tions above the threshold as the consensus between the

two methods makes (the third column from the left in

Table III). There is a large overlap between predictions

made by the consensus approach and the Z-score thresh-

old approach (on average 91.6%, the middle column

named Overlap). However, the success rate of the con-

sensus approach is slightly higher than the Z-score

threshold approach (the two rightmost columns).

Figure 11 illustrates the difference of predictions made

by the consensus approach and the Z-score threshold

approach. The Z-score threshold approach considers all

predictions made with a Z-score at the threshold value

or smaller (24.36, indicated by an arrow) as confident

predictions, while the consensus approach selects predic-

tions which are consensus between the Top Rank Fre-

quency Method and the threadingconst_weight, regardless of

the Z-score assigned to the predictions. In Figure 11, the

predictions made by the consensus approach are shown

as Cons_Correct and Cons_Wrong in the histogram. The

predictions by the two approaches in the Z-score range

of below 25.36 are almost identical. Focusing in the Z-

score range larger than 25.36, the Z-score threshold

approach makes 82.65 correct predictions and 73.0 wrong

predictions on average between the Z-score range of

25.36 and the Z-score threshold value, 24.36. On the

other hand, the consensus approach makes 88.2 correct

predictions and 69.9 wrong predictions above the Z-score

range of 25.36, selecting more correct predictions than

the wrong predictions. Thus, the consensus approach

performs better than the conventional way of using a

constant Z-score threshold value in choosing more cor-

rect predictions with less wrong predictions.

DISCUSSION

Optimizing weighting factors for a linear combination

of terms in a scoring function is a key for success in

Table III
The Success Rate of the Consensus Approach and the Z-Score Threshold Approacha

Size of
testing/training
dataset

Number of
predictions by

consensus approach

Number of
predictions by Z-score
threshold approachb Overlapc

Success rate of
consensus approach

Success rate of Z-score
threshold approach

101/916 88.2 (3.1) 88.3 (3.0) Z: 24.34 81.1 (3.6) 76.89 (4.30) 76.21 (4.26)
203/814 177.2 (4.9) 177.2 (4.4) Z: 24.36 162.6 (5.4) 76.96 (2.95) 76.18 (3.04)
305/712 265.9 (6.3) 266.0 (5.2) Z: 24.36 243.9 (6.4) 77.03 (2.27) 76.29 (2.34)
407/610 354.1 (7.5) 354.1 (5.5) Z: 24.37 324.4 (6.9) 77.09 (1.91) 76.37 (1.83)
507/510 440.9 (9.3) 440.9 (5.5) Z: 24.36 403.9 (7.8) 77.13 (1.59) 76.40 (1.46)
610/407 529.7 (11.3) 529.7 (5.7) Z: 24.37 484.7 (8.1) 77.14 (1.49) 76.38 (1.19)
712/305 618.7 (13.5) 618.7 (5.9) Z: 24.37 566.5 (8.8) 77.12 (1.35) 76.34 (0.98)
814/203 708.6 (17.3) 708.6 (5.9) Z: 24.36 649.5 (10.8) 77.01 (1.46) 76.13 (0.89)
916/101 797.9 (22.1) 797.9 (5.9) Z: 24.34 732.1 (15.0) 76.72 (1.81) 75.66 (1.15)
966/51 841.2 (27.0) 841.2 (17.4) Z: 24.32 771.6 (21.7) 76.29 (2.10) 74.96 (1.62)

aThe consensus approach is to only consider the predictions when threadingconst_weight and the Top Rank Frequency Method agree. The Z-score threshold approach is to

only consider the predictions by threadingconst_weight when the Z-score is smaller (more significant) than the threshold value. The db-BCD set is randomly partitioned

into two parts with a different ratio, one for a testing set and another one for a training set. For a given testing/training ratio, 500 tests are performed, and the average

and the standard deviation of the prediction success rate on the testing set is recorded. The standard deviation is shown in the parentheses.
bThe average and the standard deviation of the number of predictions made by the Z-score threshold approach. The z-score threshold value is shown, which makes the

number of prediction by the Z-score threshold approach closest to that of the consensus approach.
cThe average number and the standard deviation of the predictions made both by the consensus approach and the Z-score threshold approach.
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developing a threading algorithm. Unlike the conven-

tional threading which uses a constant set of weighting

factors that are determined to yield the highest success

rate on a training dataset, we have proposed three novel

methods which neither rely on a training dataset nor use

constant weighting factors: the first method, named the

Top Rank Frequency Method, makes a vote to top scor-

ing template structures for a given target sequence at

each time it changes the weighting factors of a scoring

function used. Then the template which is voted the

most time is selected. This method is considered to

belong to the class of consensus methods or ensemble

approach,65–71 which combine results obtained by dif-

ferent methods or different parameters. The other two

methods, the Smallest Z-score Method and the Largest

Z-score Gap Method select a template which is assigned

the most significant Z-score (the Smallest Z-score

Method) or the largest Z-score gap between the best and

the second best scoring template (the Largest Z-score

Gap Method) by any of the weighting factors used. As a

result, in all of the three methods, every target sequence

can potentially use its specific tailor-made weighting fac-

tors. Additionally, we have proposed to predict the tar-

get-specific weighting factors by neural network from fea-

tures of a target sequence. All of the four methods aim

to break the convention of current threading methods

which routinely use constant weighting factors optimized

on a training dataset.

In this study, first we have demonstrated that each tar-

get protein has its own specific preferable weighting factor

which is needed to recognize its native structure in a tem-

plate library (Table II, Figs. 4, 6, and 8). It should be

noted that if a scoring function perfectly describes the free

energy of protein structures, of course a single set of pa-

rameters should work for any proteins. However, in the

current realistic situation that the accurate form of the

scoring function is still unclear and each scoring term is

imperfect, in practice target-specific weighting factors will

give better performance over constant weighting factors in

threading. Indeed it is shown that our four novel methods

which circumvent weighting factor optimization using a

training set perform as good as threadingconst_weight (Table

II, Figs. 7 and 9). The detailed comparison between the

prediction success rate of the Top Rank Frequency Method

and threadingconst_weight has shown no statistical difference

in general (Figs. 7 and 9). Moreover, when the size of

the training data set is small, often the Top Rank Fre-

quency Method performed better than threadingconst_weight
(Fig. 7). Finally, we have shown that the consensus

approach between threadingconst_weight and the Top Rank

Frequency Method (or the Smallest Z-score Method, the

Largest Z-score Gap Method) has a significantly improved

success rate (Fig. 10, Table III).

At this juncture it would be interesting to consider the

underlined mechanism why our four novel methods

work. The Top Rank Frequency Method presumes that a

protein sequence and its native structure fits to each

other so much better compared to alternative templates

that a certain range of fluctuation of parameters does not

affect much to the recognition of the native structure by

the target sequence. Considering the energy landscape of

protein folding,72 this may correspond to searching a

template structure which locates at the bottom of a wide

deep basin which have a large mouth to attract confor-

mations with slightly different energies.73 On the other

hand, the Smallest Z-score Method and the Largest Z-

score Gap Method aim to pinpoint a weighting factor for

a target sequence which places a template structure at the

bottom of a significantly deep well in the energy land-

scape. Here not the width but only the relative depth of

the deepest well in the landscape is considered. In a

sense, our three methods use a reversed logic from the

usual threading procedure: in the usual threading, a tem-

plate structure is considered to be the native for a given

target sequence if the structure has a significantly better

score compared to the other structures in a template

library. Oppositely, our three methods design the energy

Figure 11
The correct and wrong predictions among the predictions with a

confidence assigned by the consensus approach and the Z-score

threshold approach. The x-axis shows the Z-score of predictions

computed by threadingconst_weight. The y-axis is the average number of

predictions made with the specified Z-score among 500 tests with a

testing/training data set ratio of 507/510. Opt_Wrong, wrong

predictions made by threadingconst_weight which are not selected by the

consensus approach; Cons_Wrong, wrong predictions selected by the

consensus approach. Therefore, Opt_Wrong 1 Cons_Wrong is the total

wrong predictions by threadingconst_weight. Opt_Correct, Correct
predictions made by threadingconst_weight but not selected by the

consensus approach; Cons_Correct, correct predictions selected by the

consensus approach. Therefore, Opt_Correct 1 Cons_Correct is the

total correct predictions by threadingconst_weight. The arrow at 24.36

indicates the Z-score threshold value for threadingconst_weight (see Table

III). Therefore, threadingconst_weight alone will predict all the predictions

below the Z-score of 24.36 as confident predictions. On the other

hand, the consensus approach predicts proteins in Cons_Correct and

Cons_Wrong as confident predictions.
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landscape (i.e. the scoring function) so that a template

structure (hopefully the native structure of a target

protein) has a local and global landscape which is

characteristic to that of the native structure. The two

characteristics of the local/global landscape of a native

structure for a target protein, namely, the width and the

depth, are not necessarily mutually exclusive, as also

implied in our results in Table II. Therefore, combining

these three methods is expected to improve the success

rate, for example by taking consensus of these methods,

or by developing a unified score which explicitly combine

the frequency that a template is ranked within top k

rank, the best Z-score, and the Z-score gap. Another idea

for further improvement is to consider similarity between

template structures. This may be especially well suited for

the top rank frequency method. If the most voted tem-

plate and the second voted template have significant

structure similarity (e.g. if both of them belong to the

same SCOP fold), it would be more probable that the

identified template is correct for the target sequence. In

the actual implementation, for example, when a template

is ranked within a certain rank, a partial vote will be

given to similar templates, which reflects their structural

similarity.

The fourth method presented, prediction of a target-

specific weighting factor by machine learning techniques

is another promising direction to be investigated. We

have shown the first proof of concept of this method,

which can be expected to make significant improvement

with more suitable input parameters of structure features,

including predicted secondary structures, and the contact

order of a target sequence.

In this study we used a gapless threading as the model

system of threading. In a real application of threading

for structure prediction, threading alignment should

allow gaps, which introduce another complexity. At this

point it is not clear whether the Top Rank Frequency

Method, the Smallest Z-score Method, and the Largest

Z-score Gap Method perform well in the threading with

gaps. Gap penalties could be handled as parameters to-

gether with weighting factors, whose possible values can

be exhaustively explored within a certain manageable

range with a certain step size. However, introducing gaps

not merely adds additional parameters to be explored,

but also makes it impossible to precompute the score of

each term for a given pair of a target and a template as

we have done in this study. Rather, threading should be

performed for every set of weighting factors and gap

penalties, since the score of each term usually depends

on the target-template alignment. Thus, the number of

threading computation for a target sequence to be per-

formed will now become N 3 M with N being the num-

ber of templates and M being the possible sets of param-

eters, which can be a huge impractical number especially

when more scoring terms are used. Here we list several

ideas to reduce the number of threading computation for

a target. First of all, our threading approaches can be

used only when a conventional threading with constant

weighting factors does not identify obvious templates

with a significant Z-score (e.g. a Z-score of 26.36 in Fig.

11). Second, obviously irrelevant templates for a target

can be removed from the library (thus reducing N). For

example, template structures which belong to a different

secondary structure class from the predicted class of the

target can be eliminated in a search. Third, probably we

can preselect ‘‘popular’’ weighting factors sets to explore,

rather than using all possible weighting factor sets (thus

reducing M). Those popular sets could be identified by

testing the methods on a representative set of target

sequences. Last, we would like to mention that grid com-

puting system is well suited for our three methods, since

each threading can be performed independently and in a

parallel fashion. Application of our methods using some

of the ideas above is left as an intriguing future work. It

is also interesting to apply our three methods for rerank-

ing of protein docking conformations,23 since it does

require gaps.

In summary, we proposed strategies to break the con-

vention of threading which uses constant parameters

trained based on a limited size of existing data set. These

strategies are aimed to be able to predict the structure of

unforeseen target sequences, which may have peculiar

preference of parameters. Threading needs a break-

through to expand its applicability to be able to detect

not merely structure of distant homologs but to evolu-

tionary unrelated structures, and this work is intended to

pursue toward that direction.
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